Chair Airlines AG based in Zürich with over 140 employees in cabin,
cockpit and office working together to connect Zurich with vacation
destinations around the Mediterranean is seeking for

Deputy Nominated Person
Continuing Airworthiness
Tasks and Responsibilities

What we offer

• 
Support the Nominated Person Continuing Airworthiness (NPCA)

This attractive but challenging position

in ensuring continuing airworthiness of Chair Airlines fleet

inside our organization offers you an

• 
Oversight of material management and parts procurement

international working environment with

• 
Risk management and mitigation on technical aspects

openness to new ideas, which already

• Oversight of sub/contracted organisations

have been well proven in practice.

• 
Handling of internal and external findings

Creativeness leading to success within

• 
Liaison with other departments on technical matters

this role is welcoming. The competitive

• 
Liaising with FOCA and TC Holders

salary and fringe benefits build on can-

Requirements
• Practical experience and expertise in the application of aviation
safety standards and safe operating practices
• 5 years of relevant work experience, of which at least 2 years should be
from the aeronautical industry in an appropriate position

didate needs does roundup the position.

Join our team
Are you a natural born leader with
airline experience? Then we look
forward to receiving your application

• Knowledge of a relevant aircraft gained through a formalised training course

with the following documents in PDF

• High sense of responsibility, confidentiality and trustworthiness

format to: fly@chair.ch.

• Sound knowledge of English language and German would be an advantage
• Previous aircraft line/base maintenance experience will be considered
as strong advantage.

• Letter of motivation
• CV with standard information
and pictures
• All certificates and diplomas

Please note
Due to Swiss regulations, we only
consider Swiss, EU/EFTA applicants
or applicants with a valid work permit.
Our motto is: «everything is a bit
smaller, more authentic, more flexible and also a touch more individual».
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